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“Abiding’” 

 

 Our modern world is such that most of us are cut off from the intricacies and the 

diligence that is required for growing food.  Someone in my lectionary group lamented 

this week at just how hard it was to get the apple tree in his yard to produce even one 

perfectly shaped, shiny, big, juicy, ripe apple.  When Adam and Eve were banished 

from the Garden of Eden, Adam’s punishment for his disobedience was in part that he 

would now have to toil to produce food.  No longer a freely given offering, fruit would 

need to be earned with pruning, watering, just the right sunlight, protection from other 

animals, tender care.  Modern day farmers and even backyard gardeners would affirm 

that growing fruit is not as easy as our local supermarkets make it seem.   

But in today’s Bible story, the disciples would have known just what it took to 

grow grapes – the vine, the branches, the fruit.  They would have known that grapevines 

are not the hardy, durable plants that can be left alone, but in order to get decent grapes, 

they need to be watered just so, pruned just so, cared for just so.  In order to produce 

sweet, palatable wine, they need constant attention, patience, and care. 

 This morning we have another “I am” profession by Jesus.  Last week he 

proclaimed, “I am the Good Shepherd,” knowing us by name, laying down his life for 

ours.  This week he is the true vine and we are the branches.  In this analogy God is the 
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vinegrower, God is the pruner, Jesus is the vine, and we are the branches.  Cut off from 

Jesus we bear no fruit; abiding in Jesus we bear much fruit and become his disciples.  

Abiding in Jesus.  I want us to reflect on what this means – to abide in Jesus.  Abide 

means to stay, to remain, to wait with, to continue, to endure.  Abiding in Jesus is to stay 

close by to him; to make our home in him (to dwell with him).  Abiding in Jesus is to 

continue to be present with him; to remain in close contact with him.  There is a 

connectional nature to this command that is intimate and warm and close.  Stay close by 

Jesus, we are told.  Make him our home.   

 There is something basically freeing about this command.  So much of what we 

read in the scriptures…so many times we are told what to do and how to act and even 

what to think and how to feel:  we are told to honor our mother and our father, not to 

feel envy, to forgive when others hurt us, to give away our possessions to those in need, 

to love one another:  it can be a stressful endeavor, this journey of discipleship because 

it is so demanding of us and it asks a lot of us.  But this command – this one – to abide 

in Jesus; to rest in him, to make him our home…there is a freedom from the initiative 

that we are always being asked to put forth.  Of all the demands of ourselves, our time, 

our energy, our passion, our imagination, here we are asked to stay by Jesus and make 

him our home. 

 There is no focus, not this week anyway, on the fruit:  we are not being charged to 

go and produce fruit.  Our call this week is not to be productive in the way that our 

efforts produce something tangible.  Our call this week is to abide in Jesus and the 
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byproduct, or the result of our efforts is good fruit.  Focusing on the outcome gets this 

analogy flip-flopped.  Here, we are to focus on our relationship as branches to the vine.  

Our focus is on staying connected, staying close by, remaining with, making our home 

in, continuing to be present with Jesus the vine. 

 So what does “abiding in Jesus” look like?  The theologian William Barclay says 

abiding in Jesus “will mean arranging life, arranging prayer, and arranging silence in 

such a way that there is never a day when we give ourselves a chance to forget him.”  

(Barclay, The Gospel of John)  We make Jesus our home, we stay close by him by 

reading scripture, by coming to worship, by going to Bible study, by our personal and 

communal prayer, by spending time in intentional silence where we allow God to speak 

to our open souls.  During our Tuesday night Sip and Study at the Whole Foods this 

week we were pretty satisfied that by gathering together as brothers and sisters in Christ 

to dwell in the word – that just being there was living out what Jesus was telling us to do 

that particular night. 

Our common culture pulls us away from the vine, stretching us, seeing just how 

far we can be pulled before we break off.  Demanding longer work weeks, the 

expectation that busyness is a virtue, uplifting individual monetary success and status, 

telling us family is more important than even God.  We get bogged down with the 

mundane and benign, tempted by the seductive lure of worldly aspirations.  It can be 

easy to convince ourselves that we are abiding in Jesus when we aren’t; sometimes we 
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get good at tricking ourselves.  We set our sights on safety, longevity, protection instead 

of our faith; we get pulled away from the vine, stretched too far.   

Instead of abiding in Jesus we find ourselves abiding in our career, looking to 

them for our nourishment and sustenance.  Instead of abiding in Jesus we find ourselves 

abiding in financial stability and progression, looking to higher paychecks to be our 

source of identity and self-worth.  Instead of abiding in Jesus we find ourselves staying 

close by safety, looking to the protection of ourselves and our family as being our 

ultimate peace of mind.  Instead of abiding in Jesus we look to our families, making 

them our source of strength and life.  Instead of abiding in Jesus we look to ourselves, 

finding our own, individual inner-strength to be all we need to thrive and survive in this 

world. 

Abiding in Jesus and relying upon him to connect us to our only real source of 

life and sustenance and nourishment is countercultural.  It may not seem like it at first, 

because so much of our world passes for and is masked as being complementary to 

Christianity.  Ask a high school senior who walks into the guidance counselor’s office 

and is asked about his 5-year-plan and career aspirations.  “Well, I’m just going to keep 

reading the Bible and going to church and I’ll go wherever God leads me.”  Come on!  

Where are you going to be in five years – everyone knows to have an elevator speech 

about that!  You never know who you’re going to run into, after all.  Ask a college 

student what kind of impact they want to have in the world.  “Well, I’m going to stay 

close to Jesus and trust that whatever fruit comes of that is God’s will.”  Sounds like 
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someone is trying to cover up some failing grades and too many late nights out on 

fraternity row. 

This passage reads like a nice analogy that warms our hearts but I believe it’s not 

as easy to do as it may seem.  We do, if we are lucky, find energy and passion in our 

careers.  Our jobs can enable us to feel useful, productive, like we are using our God-

given gifts.  There is real assurance in having financial stability.  Money is a major 

stress with real consequences.  For many of us, our families are a real source of joy and 

the closest thing to God’s love that we can touch and hug and smell and laugh with and 

talk to.  Feeling physically safe is a basic need that drives us to do all sorts of things to 

protect ourselves and our loved ones.  It’s hard to know sometimes when we are drifting 

away from God being our true life-source, our nourishment, and instead look to our 

careers, or our families, or our finances for our ultimate sustenance.   

The imagery of Jesus as the vine, God as the vinegrower and pruner, and us as the 

branches asks us to abide in Jesus, and through him we receive our ultimate 

nourishment and life from God.  It shows us just how dependent we are upon God if we 

want our lives to produce good fruit.  It also releases us from the burden of focusing on 

the fruit or the pruning.  Remember all the intricacies of growing grapes?  The constant 

attention, the precision in cutting off dying branches, the protection from other animals, 

the exact right amount of water?  In this analogy, all of that is left to God – the watering, 

the pruning, the attention, the care – is all claimed by God.  We abide in Jesus the vine, 

and God tends to our needs, prunes our dead branches, gets rid of all in us that is not 
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life-giving and good.  When we stay attached to Jesus, when we make our home in him, 

God is the one who clips off the dead-end wanderings of our lives and gives us just the 

right amount of everything we need.   

As one Presbyterian pastor puts it, “Do you ever feel like your life is running wild 

like an out of control vine?” (Dawn M. Mayes, Lectionary Homiletics, pg. 40, Volume 

XXVI, no. 3)  What a relief that we are not in charge of the pruning!  What a gift that 

God will cut off all in us that is dead and shallow and empty and headed in the wrong 

direction.  We just need to stay close; stay close to Jesus, abide in him and make him 

our home. 

God creates, God tends, God prunes – Jesus offers his nourishment and growth to 

us, and we are part of this big picture of God’s fruit being produced for the world to take 

delight in and eat.  While we are totally dependent upon God’s care, we are also crucial 

to God’s fruit being available to the world.  While we are totally dependent upon God 

pruning away our dead branches and weak limbs, we are also necessary for God’s good 

fruit to be in the world.  While we are totally dependent upon God’s care, we are also 

intricately connected to him – his life running through our veins, his sustenance within 

us, giving us life. 

One commentator puts it this way: “we need to envision God as being present in 

each of us, in our minds and consciousness, not as a distant divine being watching us 

from the heavens above.  We are not performers on a stage acting out dramatic roles in 

life, doing good things to please the audience, who is God.  We are one with God, for 
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God is the power source of our lives.  God works through us and God is in us, not above 

and beyond us…realizing that God is within us will make us appreciate that we are the 

tools of divine grace…We are not actors trying to please God, as we are God’s pipeline 

to the world.”  (Robert Gnuse, Lectionary Homiletics, pg. 35, Volume XXVI, no. 3) 

This relationship of us being branches, producing fruit, with Jesus as the vine and 

God as the vinegrower and pruner reveals just how important our lives are to God’s fruit 

being produced in the world.  Our decision to abide in Jesus and therefore produce fruit 

is not a solitary choice that impacts the kind of life we want to live – but it is crucial to 

the kingdom of God being expressed in the world.  While we may argue, as I often do, 

that living a life of Christian discipleship is a way to live a meaningful, purposeful life, 

that is really pandering to our individualistic society that focuses on individuality and 

personal happiness.  Our call as disciples is really a communal call that isn’t about us – 

it’s about bringing about God’s kingdom to the world, producing that grace and love for 

all the world to see and know.   

A familiar Navy SEAL quote is, “The only easy day was yesterday.”  And in 

some ways, perhaps we Christians should adapt a similar sentiment.  This life of 

discipleship is really not about our individual happiness or self-fulfillment:  it is about 

helping God’s kingdom come and allowing ourselves to be that pipeline for God’s love 

and mercy to reach the world. 

When Jesus is talking here, he is addressing the group of disciples, using the 

second person plural.  You here is “you all”.  This analogy has us all intertwined, our 
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individual accomplishments, our personal health and growth indistinguishable.  As 

branches we’re all entangled, so much that the source of the precious fruit may be 

indeterminable.  This is a communal effort – to dwell as a community of faith in Jesus, 

together to find ways to make him our home.   

It’s often in times of crisis when we find out this reality and are reminded of this 

truth – that our ultimate source of life and strength and nourishment is not our family, or 

our careers, or our financial stability.  The long, impossible journey of grief leads us to a 

place of knowing that we can survive without our beloved because we have God.  

Falling into the pit of unemployment or career failure, and crawling out battered and 

worn shows us that we are not defined by our jobs but that God claims us in a way that 

is more vital to our existence.  Losing our 401K’s, hearing the word bankruptcy, the 

embarrassment of asking friends and family for money and somehow keeping our heads 

high and pulling ourselves back into self-respect proves that our true worth comes from 

God.   

So I beseech you today to stay close.  When you have lost your way; when you 

feel like a wild vine that is growing out of control, stay close.  When your strength is not 

enough and your future dark and dim, when your options are none, stay close.  When 

the grief is too much to bear, when the situation hopeless and decisions are too hard to 

make, stay close.  Stay close.  Stay close.  God will tend to you, care for you, nourish 

you, prune away all the bad parts; God will strengthen you and give you life in a way 

that no one or no thing or no aspiration in this world ever can.  Stay close!  Arrange 
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your life in a way that it is impossible to forget him.  God will water and nurture, God 

will prune and forgive, God will protect and ultimately use you to produce his good fruit 

for the world.  Thanks be to God.  Amen. 

 

 

Invitation to the Table: 

We are asked this morning to abide in Jesus; to know that God gives us life and sustains 

us.  We gather around this table to receive this nourishment and keep close to Jesus 

Christ.  He has set this table for us, so we may be strengthened to go and be faithful 

disciples in the world, revealing God’s good fruit to the world.  All who believe in him 

are welcomed at his table.  Come, all of you, and taste and see – just a small crumb of 

the bread is enough, just a sip of the cup is enough. 

 

Prayers of the People and the Lord’s Prayer 

Heavenly God, hear our prayer this morning as we share with you our joys and 

concerns; as we bring to you what is on our hearts.  Heavenly God, hear our prayer this 

morning as we seek to stay close to Jesus and make our home in him and him in us.  

Heavenly God, hear our prayer this morning as we seek to be stronger disciples, 

listening to your voice and guidance in our lives. 

God of healing and compassion, we lift to you this world that struggles with violence 

and injustice.  We pray for far off countries warring with themselves and each other.  
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We pray for cities close by, in particular Baltimore.  We pray for our specific location, 

remembering Philadelphia and Norristown.  We pray for your peace, your compassion, 

your understanding. 

God of healing and compassion, we lift to you the people who are near and dear to us 

who are struggling.  We remember those facing health uncertainty, loss of function, and 

new normal.  We remember those dealing with mental health issues and have lost their 

way.  We pray for your presence, your love, your redemption. 

God of healing and compassion, we lift to you ourselves and the dead branches that 

scratch our own lives.  Prune away all in us that is not good and productive.  Prune 

away all is us that in our past and needs your forgiveness.  Prune away all in us that 

weighs us down and prevents us from producing your good fruit. 

Heavenly God, we pray for our church – that together as brothers and sisters in Christ 

we may abide in Jesus through worship and prayer, through Bible study and mission 

work.  Help us to make our home in Jesus, so your good fruit of love and grace and 

compassion may help to reveal God’s kingdom to the world.  We ask your blessing now 

upon this bread and this cup, that the bread we break and the cup we bless may indeed 

unite us with the Living Christ and nourish us for this journey of discipleship.  We ask 

all these things in the name of our savior, Jesus Christ, who teaches us to pray together 

as a church, saying… 


